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GELFAND-KIRILLOV DIMENSION OF MODULES

Chan Huh

1. Introduction
Let K be a field and J? be a /f-algebra. If R is finitely generated 

with a finite dimensional generating Jf-subspace V containing 1 (that 
is, R = Vn), then the real number, lim sup(logn(dini2<Vn)), is 
independent of the generating subspace V of R, We call this number 
the Gelfand-Kznllov dimension of R and write

GKdim(R) = limsup(logn(dim/<Vn)).

For an infinitely generated algebra the Gelfand-Kirillov di
mension is defined by

GJCdim(J?) = sup，s{GKdim(S)}

where S ranges over finitely generated subalgebras of R.
For a left J?-module Af, the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of M i원 given 

by
GKdim^(M) = supv)Ar(lim sup(logn(dim^(Vn7V)))}

where the supremum is taken ove호 all finite dimensional subspace V 
of R containing 1 and all finite dimensional subspace N of M. The 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of a right B-xnodule is defined similarly.

It is known that if RcS are -algebras such that Sr is finitely 
generated as a right K~module then GKdims(S农= GKdim^(M) 
fb호 all left J?-module M. But this property is not left-right symmetric. 
In this article, we construct algebras RcS and a left H-module M such 
that rS is finitely generated as a left J?-module with GK dim$(S ®r 
M) + GK dim^(Af). Also we will p호ove that if R is an algebra with 
finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and if GKdim氏(M) = GKdim(R) for 
all finitely generated left 2?-module Af, 나len R is strongly 7r-regular.
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LEMMA 1. Let R be a K-algebra and M be a left R-module. Then
(1) GKdimR(M)WGKdim(K),
(2) If M is Gnitely generated and & : M—is a one-to-one 

homomorphism^ then
GKdimR(M/6(M))<GK^mR(M) - 1,

(3) If M M\ + M2 + …+ Mn is a sum of submodules Mi, then
GKdimR(M) = max{GKdimR(MJR = 1,2)…, 까。

Proof, [2, Proposition 5.1.]

LEMMA 2. Let Rc.s be K-algebras such that rS is finitely gen
erated as a left R-module. Then for every right (or left) S-module 
M

GKdim&(M) = GKdims(M)

Proof. If M is a right module, then the result follows from [1, Corol
lary 6 (ii)]. We only need to prove the lemma when M is a left module. 
Clearly we have Glfdim^(M) < GKdhns(M).

Suppose S = Rsi + ... + Rsm € S). Let V be a finite
dimensional subspace of S with a -basis 幻…)25} and let X
be a finite dimensional subspace of M with a Jf-basis {企1注；2)… 
By the definition of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, we may assume that 
5fcG V for all k. Set vt = £黑가1質“2左 and vzv3 = £：菖=卩*2加 where 
r^k^tjk E R (1 < ijj < p,l < k < m). Let U be the subspace 
of R spanned by {7择左,尸£项上} and Y be the subspace of M spanned by

< k < m7l < I < q}t Then U and Y are finite dimensional 
subspaces of R and M respectively. By induction, we have Vn C 
，咒2 U2n，sk and hence

m m q
VnX c (£ U2nsk)x = £ £ U2nskXl = U2nY 

k=l k=l 1=1
for all n > 1. Thus dimK(V"X) < dim^(?72ny)and

logn(dimK(VwX)) < logn(dimK(l72"y)) < GKdimR(M).
Therefore GKdim$(M) < GKdim」R(M).
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Corollary 3. Let RcS be K-algebras. If S is Hnitely generated 
as a right (or left) R-module, then GKdim(氏)=GKdim(S),

2o A counter example

PROPOSITION 4 Let RuS be K-algebras such that Sr is finitely 
generated. Then for each left R-module M》GKdims= GK 
dim^(Af).

Proof. Since Sr is finitely generated, by Lemma 2 it follows that

GKdim$(S®R 肱)=GKdimR(S®RM)
> GKdimR{R0RM) = GKdim^M).

O교 the other hand, by [1, Corollary 6(i)L

Few the case when rS is finitely generated, Proposition 4 may not 
be true. We have the following example.

Example 5. Let K〈x〉y) be the noncommuting free algebra in two 
in det er minat es x and and I be the ideal generated by yx and y2. 
Let S = K(x^y)/I and R = K\x\ the polynomial ring in x. Then RcS 
such that S = R®Ry as left K-modules So rS is finitely generated 
(but Sr is not finitely generated). According to the Corollary 3, we 
have GKdim(S) = GKdim(丑)=1.

Let J = Rx = K[x]x be the ideal of R generated by x and rM = 
R] J으rK (here the J?-action on K is given by = /(0)a for all 

e R.好K).
Since S = R®Ry as (i?, J?)-bimodules, Ry®^M is a submodule of 

rS®rM^ and hence

GKdims(S® 丑 M) = GKdimR(S®RM)>GKdimR(Ry^RM\

On the other hand, (Ry) J = 0 and JM = 0 imply that

R\必 rM 은 R나区 rj jM 은 R?区 kK 으 Ry
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as left l?-modules. Thus

GKdimR(Ry®RM) = GKdimR(用/) = GKdim(R) = 1

and
GKdim.s(S®RM)>GKdinLR(Ry®RM) = 1.

But GKdimR(M) = GKdimR(K) = 0, therefore GK
dims(S(XmA/).

3. Algebras whose nonzero modules have the same Gelfand- 
Kirillov dimension

In this section we investigate the class of algebras whose nonzero 
modules have the same Gelfand-Kirillov dimension。For example, if R 
is an algebra finitely generated as a left module over a locally finite 
algebra, then R has this property. Indeed GKdimR(M) = 0 for every 
n。교zero left H-module M. Another example is following. If R is an al
gebra finitely generated as a left module over a simple Artinian algebra, 
then for every nonzero left J?-modtde Af, GKdim」?(M) = GKdim(K). 
The following Theorem asserts that such an algebra is strongly 7r- 
regular.

Definition. A ring R is said to be strongly 7r-regnlar if for each x£R 
there exist a positive integer n and an element yER depending on x 
such that xn =

THEOREM 6. Let R be a K-algebra such that GKdim(R) < oo. If 
GKdimR(M) — GKdim(K) for every finitely generated left R-module 
rM, then R is strongly tf-regular.

Proof. Let x G H be a non-nilpotent element. Set

I = {r 6 R\rxn = 0 for some n > 1)

then / is a proper left ide시 since x 牛 L Furthermore for r € 1?, r € I 
if and only if rxn G I for all n > 1. Thus the mapping,

0:R/I—^(Rxn + I)/I
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given by 0(r 4- /) = rxn + I (r E J?), is a well-defined isomorphism of 
left modules. By Lemma 1(2),

GKdimR(R/(Rxn + J)) = GKdimR((R//)/0(R//))
< GKdim&(R//) - 1.

According to the assumption, 4-1) — 0 or equivalently R =
Rxn + I for all 7i > 1. In particular, R = Rx + 1. Since 1 € -R, 
1 = yx 4- a (y G J?, a G /), and since axn = 0 for some n > 1, we have

xn — gw’너」+ axn = yxn^~l.
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